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As the parched African Savanna welcomes the rain with open arms at this time of
the year, so the parched grasslands of Plymouth rejoiced at the rain brought by
June 3rd and various days of downpours since. After weeks of hot, humid, bright
sunshine, the dull straw-yellow transferred once again to vibrant green, plants
and flowers were re-energised and the stench of humidity once again replaced by
the sweet smell of freshness - a joy to be outside! I returned from a walk
absolutely soaked from a heavy downpour in an area without shelter but I was refreshed - a joy to be drenched! That said, it is probably just as well we have had a
long dry spring, we have had chance to enjoy our own gardens, attend to DIY and
even queuing outside supermarkets didn’t seem to matter so much. As things
begin to look up on the national front, the rain has been coming down on the local
front; but whilst we have been cooped up on our own property by restricted movement outside (be that by instruction or rain) how many of us have actually found
more time to get drenched, soaked in the Word of God?
Let my teaching fall like rain and my words descend like dew, like showers on
new grass, like abundant rain on tender plants.
Deuteronomy 32 v2
As rain refreshes the grass and grows plants, so we should be refreshed daily by
the Word of God and grow in faith; we are those tender plants so in need of God’s
abundant rain. So next time the rains comes, greet it with the joy of the African
Savanna, smell the freshness in the air around you and get absolutely drenched
(in one, the other or both ways!).
Officially then, summer is here - although in some confusion (much like the rest of
us!) the summer sun has given way to spring showers! Officially then, the time of
year when things slow down, we might take a break or just spend an evening on
the patio with a glass of wine and a BBQ - a lot of people will have oddly sped up
again, are chasing their tails and will be in desperate need of a Friday night tipple
by the end of the week! All very confusing! In light of all that, some fun has been
brought to this edition’s proceedings; a new restaurant has opened - try it if you
dare on p10/p11, there is also another picture quiz and a couple of music rounds
(with the appearance of an old friend!) to get your teeth into. We have caught up
with congregational friends (p12-p18), paid tribute to another (p49-51) and discovered a new appreciation for moths! (p30/p31) Oh! and talking of rain and sun
as we were earlier, we have also put on a Garden Show for you. Do you agree
with the judge’s choices? (p19-29). There is all that and much, much more - including coffee! It’s a summer magazine full of the joys of spring, a companion you
can hold and a Life & Times for this current life and times!
Cover picture: The Old Lighthouse on Lundy Island
Editor: John Kowalski
Proof Reader: Richard Line
Regular Contributors: Rev Karl Freeman, Tim Lyddon, Ron Wheeler,
Mike Cooke, Owen Kowalski, Sheila Clifford and The Mission Committee.
Copy Deadline for next issue: 5pm, 14th Aug BE A LEGO SPACEMAN SPOTTER!
Email: office@emmanuelplymouth.co.uk
How many Blue, Yellow, Red or White
classic Lego spacemen, can you spot
Website: www.emmanuelplymouth.co.uk
throughout this edition!
Facebook: search ‘Emmanuel with St. Paul’s
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We’ve found something special!
I wonder how many times you’ve made a resolution and failed
to keep it? Indeed, I wonder if you can remember any resolutions?! In English Standard translation of ,Psalm 119, the psalmist
says to his Lord,
“I have stored up your Word in my heart, that I might not sin against you.”
The New International (NIV) version phrases it, “I have hidden your Word in my
heart ...”. Reading different translations of the Bible is a lesson in itself for gaining a wider view of particular verses and the range of their meaning. I think there are two particular thoughts which are brought to mind through our verse.
Firstly, in the English Standard version (ESV), there is the connotation of committing to memory for later use. Many of our forebears in the faith we made to learn portions of the Bible by rote for Sunday school tests and the subsequent reward of badges
in their Sunday school books! Although some of this was done with the very best of intentions, it was often dissuasive of any further interest in the Scriptures simply because
of the seemingly ‘rewardless’ toil. The teachers had discovered the reward because,
through recall of the text, they could relive the blessings they referred to. But their pupils
simply couldn’t see beyond the exercise.
Secondly, looking at the New International Version, we note the association of
emotion. Of spiritual ownership of the meaning of the verse. Its Truth has found its mark
in the life of the believer and has been ‘taken to heart’. Henceforth, recalling this treasure from the heart returns not just understanding or command but ownership and assurance for the one who had laid it up there. This then, is the living Word, the Word which,
“…is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it pierces
even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow. It judges the thoughts
and intentions of the heart.”
One of the blessings I believe we have discovered in new measure during this
temporary season of lockdown is that latter sense of not just a renewed association with
the Bible but a discovery that the verses we have been reading have real traction in our
lives. They resonate with and revitalise our life of faith. They have found a place not just
in our memory banks but in our hearts.
One particular verse which I have found enormous strength and assurance from recently has been Hebrews 6:19….
“We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure. It enters the inner sanctuary behind the curtain, where our forerunner, Jesus, has entered on
our behalf.”
We’ve come across it in our reading through the book of Hebrews and also in two of the
hymns we have been reflecting on biblically at our 10.30 gatherings on Facebook. On
the one hand it could be seen as an obscure, Old Testament ambiguity. One the other
hand, when one pictures the scene in the Old Testament Tabernacle, it gives a mighty
assurance that we are held from in the grip and grace of our Lord through him holding
fast to his covenantal promise of forgiveness and mercy. Our eternal future. That gives
us hope with which to face all our tomorrows. I love the simple prayer Sue Daykin has
shared with us,
Lord God, teach me trust in place of worry,
to have faith instead of fear
and walk with me into tomorrow. Amen
Continues overleaf >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>
The ‘trust’ and ‘faith’ are what attach us to
the immoveable, unshakeable anchor of
Jesus Christ, whose promise is to see us
through all the challenges of earthly life and
bring us eventually home to his heavenly
glory and rest. Right now, I am very excited
as two of our artists in the parish, Debbie
Turnbull and Ben Bloss have been working
on paintings to illustrate this verse and set
it even more firmly within our hearts. Here’s
Debbie’s. Ben’s is still to come. For me, I
think this will be the verse I take out of all
this.
Finally, I have also been struck by the
recurrence in Scripture of the heavenly
hope constantly held out before us to
spur us on in the faith. Only last night
when we were doing one of thebibleproject.com ‘Church at Home’ Bible studies on
Generosity at Home Group, did it arise yet again in Paul’s letter to the young church
leader, Timothy in 1 Timothy 6:17-19.
Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put
their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who
richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment.
And again,
In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the
coming age,
so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life.
The faithfulness of God’s promises can only be ‘judged’ in the light of eternity because
that is where he tells us to look for his final answer to all the world’s problems. For now,
we need to learn to walk more with our heads in the clouds of heaven. To travel as
those…
“…sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see...”
…because our feet are constantly hurt by the sharp stones we walk on in this earthly
life. Each of us has had to reckon with our own mortality during these times - the realisation that this could actually happen to us, not someone on a TV in a far-flung corner
of the world. There is no promise in the Scriptures that is wont. Indeed the Scriptures
tell us that it most certainly will in one way or another. No wonder Jesus said,
"I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world
you will have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world."
He really meant it! And meant to be judged by it too! Let’s learn to walk with our head in
the clouds rather more! But let’s also remember not to be so heavenly minded that we
are no earthly good!
Rev Karl 18.06.20
(Originally Bulletin 12)
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It’s time for a coffee and a piece of cake.
As your enjoy them, it’s time to hear about one of the missions
we support through our coffee mornings; the first of two in this
slightly different edition, focuses on SAHODAR

Thank you so much to everyone at Emmanuel and St Paul’s
who kindly supported the coffee morning held last year to help
raise funds for SAHODAR UK. So sorry that the one scheduled for July won’t be able to take place, but thought you
might like an update on the work we support in Garambesi,
Nepal.
First, a little language lesson! If our Christian brothers and
sisters in Nepal were greeting you in person, they would use
the word Jaimesseh, which means ‘Hail to the Messiah’. This
is in contrast to the general greeting that
most Nepalis use of Namaste, which literally
translated means ‘I greet the gods within
you’. Danyabad means ‘Thank you’ and is
a word you hear frequently when Nepali
Christians pray. Historically, saying thank
you has not been a cultural norm in Nepal
and so Christians stand out by saying it often. In fact, they have become known as
the ‘Danyabad People’. What an amazing
witness to the many Hindu people they live
amongst!
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SAHODAR is a Nepali word meaning
‘community/brotherhood’ and is an
apt name for the team of believers
who are working together to reach
out to their predominantly Hindu
neighbours. It has been used as an
acronym for Sustainable And Holistic
Development through Attitudinal
Renovation. In other words, they
are sharing their faith by helping their
community in very practical down to
earth ways to improve living conditions - through education, medical
help, community development - helping people, many of whom come from slave
caste backgrounds, to realise that they are loved and are of great worth.
We have been very excited this year to be able to provide the money needed to
build a new church/community building for the Rainastar Peace Church, and receive regular photos of its stages of construction. The people who make up this
fellowship had been meeting in a temporary bamboo structure for some time before it finally disintegrated. They had given over their permanent meeting place to
allow the hospital to turn it into an operating theatre/ x-ray unit. Please pray that
this group of believers will be built up and encouraged in their faith as they seek to
serve the Lord in Garambesi and beyond.
The completed new building has now been painted and is waiting for Covid-19
lockdown restrictions to be eased
so it can be put to good use. You
might notice the shoe racks at either side of the door for people to
leave their footwear on entering.
Our ‘2020 Vision’ has been to
raise the funds necessary to finish
the construction of a new, purpose
built 50 bed hospital, which was
started some time ago, but halted
due to lack of finance. Having received the news that the Nepali
government have put money aside
to match fund up to £23,000 before July, we have been working
towards this target. Through the generous giving of supporters, we have recently
been able to send £12,840 to hopefully kick start the project. In addition to this,
over £4000 has been sent to put towards staff salaries.
The need for better health provision in Garambesi has never been greater; Dr Shiva and his team continue to serve the local community as best they can, at great
personal cost, with the existing facilities until the new build can be completed.
If you are interested in finding out more, please get in touch with us.
>>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> We are always happy to talk about our trips to Nepal and involvement
as trustees of SUK. You could also take a look at our website or Facebook page
to watch an interview with Dr Shiva about his vision for the hospital and keep up
to date with our fundraising efforts.
Danyabad!
Becky Bale & Liza Crewe

Giving information:
Bank Transfers can be made to: SAHODAR UK, Sort Code:56-00-63,
Account :38418940
Cheques are payable to SAHODAR UK and can be sent to 8 Forder Heights,
Plymouth, PL6 5PZ
Online giving at: www.sahodaruk.org
If you would like to give specifically for the hospital build in 2020, please earmark
your gift ‘Bricks’ so we know it is for this purpose.
Remember - Gift Aiding your donation can add an extra 25% value to your
gift!
Another way of giving at no extra cost to you when you make purchases from
Amazon is by registering at smile.amazon.co.uk and selecting Sahodar UK as
your benefitting charity - Amazon will donate 0.5% of the total value of qualifying
orders.
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The children have been busy in their weekly meetings. Following up from the teaching
led by the puppets, about God’s Amazing
Grace they made flapping parrots and designed chameleons on plates. They also
made stone faces and painted stones like
cactus to represent living stones (see Luke
19 v40). They also had a sunflower competition - no winner at the time of going to press as
they are still growing! The Pathfinders have
been looking at Psalms 22 and 23 recently.

TURN OVER TO SEE WHAT HAS BEEN GOING ON IN
THE ‘MAD KITCHEN’
9

Having spent twelve weeks confined to their secret lab, five
hundred feet beneath Pennycomequick roundabout, Huge-Furriez
Whereshisface and his trusty sidekick James-Lee Massivehat have
kept themselves busy inventing new recipes, here’s some they
invite you to try…
SPAM ROLY-POLY - Pork and Ham luncheon meat encased in a light sponge, rolled and
served hot with either custard or gravy
LAMB CURLY WURLY - Lamb cooked with curly kale, served with curly fires and served
in a Cadbury’s Curly Wurly jus
KFC - Krazy Fried Cucumber - Picked cucumbers, twice fried in a secret blend of 42
herbs and spices
MINTS AND ONION ECCLES CAKE - Pan-fried Mints and Onion served in an Eccles
cake style pastry, topped with a tomato flower and served on a bed
CHICKEN A LA CRÈME - Pan-fried chicken breast in a Cadbury’s Crème Egg sauce,
served with brussel sprouts, fruit cocktail and Suet Dumplings, topped with a fried egg
FISH AND CREPES - Freshly cooked goldfish with the finest crepes (cooked to order)
filled with marmalade, served with beer battered broccoli.
MAD KITCHEN TACOS - Half Orange Jelly and Half Raspberry Jelly served in a crispy
taco shell, topped with grated cauliflower and a rhubarb and marmite salsa
BUTTERNUT SQUASH UPSIDE DOWN CAKE - Velvety chocolate cake cooked
upside down to produce a sticky butternut squash top, served with fresh cream and a
spinach and gooseberry coulis
SOMEDAY ROAST - A whole roasted grapefruit in a Yorkshire pudding, served on a
thick layer of sage and onion stuffing, surrounded by amazing roast potatoes, deep fried
sprouts, hot chilli parsnips, purple carrots and served with Tolberone gravy and red
cabbage crisps
ASPARAGUS AND MASH - Griddled asparagus inside a
butterscotch and ginger moose filled brandy snap, served on
mash potato with a honey and mustard dressing
HOUSE BREAKFAST - Sausages, bacon, black pudding,
pears and Coco Pops cooked together and served on a baked
bean, banana and Weetabix rosti
CHILLI AND RICE - Extra creamy rice pudding with bell
peppers, infused with chilli, topped with a mince and strawberry
jam, and served with bread and butter
ROASTED TEA CAKES - Traditional tea cakes, roasted with
garlic butter and served in a pot of tea
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CRACKLING HOT CROSS PIZZA - Strawberries, pork scratchings and cheese pizza
with an unique hot cross bun stuffed crust
PICCADILLI PENNE - Penne pasta tossed in a jar of piccadilli pickle, topped with
raspberry sorbet, crispy onions, chocolate sauce and crushed walnuts
PIE AND SMASH - Hot and spicy Lemon meringue pie, served with beetroot smash and
actual frozen peas
CURRY FLOATERS - Chicken curry filled vol-au-vents served on crispy plum disks
floating on warm tapioca pudding
SAVOURY MUFFIN - Liver, bacon and onion muffin topped with chipotle mushrooms,
served with a side salad, cherries and mint sauce
STEAK - Steak (cooked Shakespeare style (As you like it!)) served with Chipsticks, pea and
rhubarb flapjack and a hard boiled egg
STIR-FRY - Octopus and lime stir-fry served on marshmallows, topped with ice cream
Now, decide for yourselves whether they (or indeed me) have gone
stir-fry crazy!!

Huge-Furriez students
(imagine the Umpalumpas
with
their
orange
complexion
and sprout-green hair,
now switch the colours
over!) were set a home
-learning
task,
to
create
their
own
recipes, based on his
teachings, from their
favourite ingredients,
here’s their creations:
PASTA AND CHEESE - Sticky chocolate pasta, topped with grated cheese and a piece
sweetcorn and strawberry steamed sponge pudding
MANGO-A-LEEKIE - Mango Carbonara, served with leek crumble, on a bed of custard
and topped with shredded leeks
SPECIAL HOUSE PIZZA - Carrot and grape on a cheese and tomato pizza with a unique
carrot stuffed crust cookie base
JELLY AND CREAM - A unique broccoli jelly topped with macaroni, blueberries and a
gingerbread cream
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Cast your mind back to Oil Drum Lane in the 1960s and 70s, father
-and-son rag-and-bone man Albert Steptoe, his son Harold and
their artful-dodger-like, straw-clutching antics. There was an age
for so such a thing, but half a century or more later, Steptoe
and Son we are not. It was just a name comparison! But
whilst the country adjusts, re-adjusts and un-adjusts here
are some of the antics we have been up too - other than
learning to walk and talk (both of which are best shown in
a video and not on paper or the screen!!) to wily away
the time during the spring of 2020.

We have been learning Makaton with Mr Tumble
Like most people, we have watched
some TV - Including the
antics of these characters.
Children of a younger age
might be able to identify
<<< these funny creatures!

We went
on a lawn
mower
hunt! >>>

Ahh! Some
long grass can’t go under
it, can’t go
over it, got to
go through
it…..

We tried to build a flying machine but that didn’t get off the ground
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Ahh! A dark
wood - can’t go
under it, can’t
go over it, got
to go through
it…..

WHAT HAVE OUR
AND YOURS
BEEN UP TO?
We went back
in time on a
1980s Circus
Train

Turn over to
find out

Why did it take ages to
construct but moments
to break?

That’s 60 days and an
average of 2.8 miles a day!
* He rode in the buggy!

...Phew! Just in
time we spotted
a man cutting
the grass!
Success - back
we go!

Ahh! - A river can’t go under
it, can’t go
over it, got
to …..

We also learning about different animals - and even
leant to squawk like a crow!
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RIGHT
In the Tayler family, Dad and son built a tepee for a
home learning project. Meanwhile, one girl and her
dog won the family dogshow!

BELOW
Kay Ringwood has
been out and about with
here sketch pad. Can
you identify the three
places she visited from
the pictures she drew?
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ABOVE AND RIGHT
It’s been a busy time in the
Houlton family as the girls
had time to practice bike riding, and both have grown in
confidence. There has been
baking and bunting too!
The bunting was put up as
part and entered into the Best
Bunting Competition as part
of the eighbourhood VE Day
street party celebrations.
Congratulations to the girls as
their bunting won!

LEFT
Mike Cooke, at the
age of 95, climbed to
the top of Leeden Tor
on 24th May. His first
proper walk in
months.
Leeden Tor is 389 m
above sea level off
the B3212, the
Princetown Road
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LEFT
Jenny Haynes came across this ten foot
giraffe whilst she was out walking one day!

RIGHT
Talking of giraffes,
Debbie Turnbull
has been busy in
the last few months.
She painted this
giraffe mural on her
garden wall.
(Also see p4)

BELOW
The Bullards have been busy too - it seems
finding things beginning with B to do: bikes,
beaches and baking!
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[We] hope to
see you soon,
and we will talk
face to face.
Peace to you.
The friends
here send their
greetings [to
you all]
3 John 1 v14

ABOVE
The Turner family went wild swimming in the
River Dart at Sharra Pool near Poundsgate on Ellie
and Becky’s 21st birthday . Jane has also turned her
hand to sewing, making this pair of trousers.

BELOW
Ken Ringwood has been up on Dartmoor, walking from Shipley Bridge to
Green Hill Stone row. He discovered the xenolith in the centre of this stone and
passed this lovely cow near Redgate
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RIGHT
Kathy and David Holmes have been
spending time relaxing in their garden

BELOW
Over in Stonehouse, garden works and
re-landscaping has seen turfs upcycled
into a fort at the house of Rev Leon Sim
and his family

BELOW
On the subject of garden
makeovers, the transforming of a
rather overgrown front garden over
the last month or so, into a series of
raised beds for herbs and vegetables
here, in a garden by Gillian Garlick
evokes a sense of the Mediterranean.
It sits in front of an established
wonderful Wisteria which only make
you go Wow!.

All of which leads on nicely to our first ever

LIFE & TIMES GARDEN SHOW….
2

What a spring it has been. March, April and May, the meteorological spring, has
seen 626.2 hours of bright sunshine in the UK and this has exceeded the previous high (555 hours, set in 1948) by over 70 hours. Spring 2020 also exceeded
the sunshine amount for most summer seasons, with only three summers being
sunnier (1976, 1995, and 1989). – The spring of 2020 saw particularly warm and
dry conditions, ranking as the eighth warmest and fifth driest spring on record for
the UK overall, with parts of east and north east England recording their driest
spring. For that we should be very thankful.
Many of us probably attend to our gardens in spring anyway, but perhaps, with
more time on our hands have planted and cultivated more than normal. But as
the book of 1 Corinthians says, our labours are in vain without God.
For some of us the gardens
have been a sanctuary, a
haven, a joy and a calming influence in what was the strangest of times. The wonder of
nature, the growth fauna and
the paint-box of flora have, like
God, been alongside us as we
walked through our daily lives
and walked our daily walks.
In celebration of this, Life &
Times invited our congregations to enter their garden into
our first ever Garden Show.
Entries to either category A or
category B, with all entries submitted to the Best in Show
judge. This is our celebration of
the outcome of Spring 2020,
which, incidentally, followed the
wettest February since records
began, so take a wander
through the pages and enjoy
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Category A is our celebration of
small gardens, backyards and pot
displays. Our garden is whatever
we make it, it’s ours, our personal
plot, if that is a shady courtyard, a
single small bed or a pot or two on
our doorstep - we make it our own.
In these entries, we really see
diverse options and ideas. Our
independent judge Robin, was given four pictures, no names and no
words. Would you have chosen the
same one?

JUDGE
Robin Hughes
A gardener from Buckfast Abbey

Robin says
Entry Number 3! Great use of the patio area,
maximising the space and adding good
splashes of colour, great for attracting
pollinators and other insects into the garden.
The use of roses add fragrance to the area,
making it a great space for entertaining
guests outside. Roses are often associated
with traditional English cottages, giving the
space class, this truly is a stunning display.

ENTRY 1
GORDON and LYN
ROSE

An adopted plot you may
recognise. A work in
progress in
a largely
shady
space.
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ENTRY 2
MALCOLM and JENNY
HAYNES
A different style of garden
glows in the early evening

ENTRY 3
TINA
WILSON

The cottage
garden style
brick work in a
Peverell terrace
garden strikes its own
contrast, as does the
parasol against the planting
- a garden to enjoyed in sun
and shade

ENTRY 4
KATHY and DAVID
HOLMES

Geraniums star in this
display by Kathy and
David. Bright postbox red
in the foreground, with vivid
pink and striking white in
the background.
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ENTRY 4
KATHY and DAVID
HOLMES

Geraniums star in this
display by Kathy and
David. Bright postbox red
in the foreground, with vivid
pink and striking white in
the background.

ENTRY 5
STEPHEN and BERYL
KOWALSKI
The ever reliable Begonia
provides the majority of
these pots. Contrasted
against dark paving it’s
striking from whichever
direction you look.
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The Curious Gardener’s Almanac by Niall Edworthy
A love of the garden and gardening is one thing, but to share
that passion, that enjoyment with others is something else. To
talk about nature, share tips and wisdom and show pictures to
a friend is to talk about the glorious work of God, although not
in a way every thinks of or appreciates. I could not put together
a Garden Show in Life & Times without a doff of my hat to Bob
Tigwell.
Bob much preferred being outdoors and gardened for a living
for many years including as the sole gardener on an estate
near to Westonbirt Arboretum, now The National Arboretum.
Away from work, his love of gardening and nature continued in
his own garden, his pride and joy. I am, it seems, one to tread the same boards as
Bob (metaphorically of course, I am not a dancer of any kind, Bob was a very good
one in his day); Being outside, at one with nature I find a wonderful and calming
thing, and sharing that wonder with my little boy is a thing of joy.
It is that idea of sharing the joy, wonder and wisdom of gardening that Niall picks up
in his book – Bob’s copy of which was given to me when he passed away – full of
quotes, customs, time-honoured tips, remarkable facts (like for example the wasp
who turns wood into paper) and curiosities which showcase the splendid diversity of
the British garden, one anchored, as Thomas Jefferson put it, in the knowledge that
“the soil is the gift of God to the living”.
Practically The Curious Gardeners Almanac guides you through the season, planting advice such as good bedfellows for fruit and veg, offers tips on how to reduce
such things as slugs and increase pollinators and even provides selected recipes.
All that and a whole bunch of things you didn’t know you didn’t know: such curious
things as: Egyptians used to drink cucumber by cutting of the end and stirring it with
a stick, George V led the allotment movement by changing one of the flower beds
outside Buckingham Palace into a potato patch, Battersea Park was once a giant
asparagus field and that Cornish scientist, Humphry Davy, the man behind the
miners’ lamp proved phosphates and nitrates improve soil. It’s worth a read!
Oh and have you ever wondered about the origins of the garden gnome?
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Category B is our category for
beds, parts or whole picture of
standard house gardens. Again our
judge was given the pictures and
no words or names. Do you agree
with Ralph’s choice?

JUDGE
Ralph Morrell
Emmanuel Fair’s plant stall holder and supplier
for over a decade

Ralph says
I “particularly liked
the third one for
its colour and the
shed!!”

ENTRY 1
JANE and PAUL
TURNER

The main bed of the
Turner’s garden has filled
out beautifully since its replanting two years ago sets
bay trees, colourful insect
friendly shrubs against a
repointed stone wall.
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ENTRY 2
ANN and KEN TAYLOR
Foxgloves give height and
set off the various greens
and light stone path in this
beautiful garden from
Ann and Ken Taylor

ENTRY 3
JANET ASMAN

Torland Blossom 2020. The
impact of blossom can be
quite stunning, whether in
pink or in stunning
white as
shown in
Janet’s
garden.

ENTRY 4
VERA MITCHELL

Reflecting the contrast
between shades of green
and nature’s other colours
in her garden in Whitleigh
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A garden show is about celebrating garden from all directions, not just looking at
displays or beds. We dug into curiosities, knowledge, ideas, facts and fables pasted down through the years, been reminded that we can garden all we like but the
growth of our plants, flowers, shrubs and bushes is in the hands of God, and still to
come there is a guide to pollinator-friendly planting. First though, we have all had
time to spend on projects in need of attention, and for one family in our combined
congregations, it was the garden which needed to be the ‘pandemic project’ in desperate need of ‘lockdown love’ Definitely an entry for the most transformed in
spring 2020 category if we had one!
We talked earlier about your garden
being what you make it, that
personal space, creating a place
that suits you and your family.
Although, Monty Don once said “A
garden is not a place, it’s a journey”. Alice Sebold, in contrast says
“a garden is a place, a place where
I find myself when I need to lose
myself”. Different views, and both
perhaps equally valid.
It is both these schools of thought
that bring us nicely onto this
garden, one that has certainly been
a journey in the making and will
indeed turn out to be a journey in
the future - but for now, it is a place,
a place created for rest and enjoyment from the hurried, currently
odd, world outside and one to enjoy
the satisfaction that you are eating
something you planted, nurtured
and picked.
Picture this: March 23rd, the country freezes, gripped by a frenzy,
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thrown into the depths of the unknown, silenced by an enemy unseen and not since wartime has
such radical action been made by
government - stay within your
property boundary as much as
possible, approach further afield
with caution - the start of months
of moaning or a realisation you
have been given a chance to get
things done you just didn’t have
time to do before.
As radical transformations go,
busy lives to slower living is a big
one, but the transformation from
walls of scruffy, flaky paint,
scratchy ground pock-marked with
a few dying daffodils and nowhere
to sit to bordered beds, contrasting designs and comfortable
seating in just a few weeks can
only be matched by an army of
workers under the leadership of
Alan Titchmarsh in a race against
the clock!
For Jo and Matthew Boyd, and
their young family, this have been
a motivated makeover, and one from which
they are already enjoying the fruit, well, the
vegetables, of their labours. A journey for sure
to get to where they are now, and with the
hope of more colour to bring the summer to
life, the journey that will continue but equally a
place they can watch it all from modern
comfortable seating.
It is amazing how quickly after planting some
fruit and vegetables, that you can eat the product. For The Boyd’s, home-grown spinach, new
potatoes and rocket are already on the menu
and the with tomatoes and peas well on the
way too. It’s all testament to the mad frenzy of
planting, sowing and hard work of the last couple of months.
A job well done, a transformation to enjoy, a
place to enjoy, a place to watch from and be
part of the all the journeys in the garden.
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JUDGE ANDY COLLINGS MBE Owner of Bloomin’ Marvellous

ANDY SAYS….. There is lots of interest, places to

sit, it gave a feeling of tranquillity, neat, tidy and lots of
colour. The use of lights enable it to be used in the
evening too. Overall, good use of a small space
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Moths, attracted by the light, fly in through
an open window and fly around you in the
close confines of your bathroom - this is
something I must say I am not a huge fan of!
They are also a dull brown or grey and can’t
keep still so you can actually notice they
patterns on their wings. Outside rather than
in (and we all know that’s best don’t we!)
and it’s a whole different ball game and
when I spotted this red and black one, it did
a lot to bring me a new appreciation for
Moths.
This is the striking Cinnabar Moth. A quite
common moth it seems but a new one on
me, so I investigated further:
Habitat: Frequent in open grassy habitats including waste ground, railway
banks, gardens (ah ha!) and woodland
rides but perhaps most frequent on well
drained rabbit-grazed grassland, mature
sand-dunes and heathland – but none of
those three really describes my garden!
Distribution: England, Wales, Scotland,
Ireland. Common and well distributed
throughout most of England (so far so
good!), Wales and Ireland, the Isle of Man
and the Channel Islands. More confined
to predominantly coastal habitats in northern England and Scotland – ah, now we
are as far from that as it possible!
Food: Feeds on the leaves and flowers
of Common Ragwort (Senecio jacobaea).
Occasionally found on other ragworts and
groundsels. So I discover I have some

Photos on both pages by The Editor.
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common ragwort in my garden,
and then I discover the caterpillars (black and yellow) have
‘infested’ some bigger ragworts
in a neighbour’s garden! Hmm,
Common Ragwort I thought was
a weed…. So to the Wildlife
Trust’s website:
Renowned as a weed of paddocks
and pastures, where it can be
harmful to livestock, it is not usually such an issue in gardens or on
waste ground. In fact, it is the food plant of the black-and-red cinnabar moth: sometimes its black-and yellow-barred caterpillars cover the plant, totally stripping the
leaves. Common ragwort is a biennial, flowering in its second year from June to
November.
I have been out most days in the last month taking photos of this unusually day
-flying moth (at least two of them in my own garden, as well as one I found over
in Stonehouse in Rev Leon’s garden) and latterly its caterpillars and now I set
you the challenge of spotting one, perhaps in your garden. If you do, get a photo, send it in, along with your name and area of residence and we can do our
own Mothwatch, and plot sightings across the city/

Moth pictures from my own garden, caterpillars in a neighbours
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1

You will need your powers of deduction for this one.
So dust off the deer-stalker, activate the little grey
cells, start up the old Jag and put on a duffel coat as
we travel from scenic Cornwall to Scottish islands via
Newcastle, Jersey, Oxford and the Caribbean, don
hats, smoke pipes and play the violin to try and work
out the detective/mystery/murder/police programmes
from the thirty pictures …. oh...and there is just one
more thing….if an actor appears twice, they can’t be
in two places at the same time! They are different
programmes! How many can you identify?

2

Answers on p51

3

The young man shifted on the cast iron chair, in front of him sat the three members of
the Queen’s council who would determine his fate.
‘Now tell me, Mr Yannick, why are you late for your interview?
Yannick took a sip of water, but it had little effect on his parched throat. Taking serval
more, he began to recant his story.
It had begun about a week ago when the law clerk had been sent to the isolated town
of Abbotts Holt. For several years now Yannick had been a Clerk of Collections
whose job it was to retrieve the court records from the far-flung regions of the Kingdom for their annual audit by the King’s Court. Any miscarriages of justice that were
found would be then referred to Queen’s Council for appeal. Yannick had been assigned to collect the case files from Abbotts Holt. The moss-covered road twisted and
turned its way across the desolate moor. Storm clouds were massing on the horizon
and the coming rain was making its presence felt. The town of Abbotts Holt was still a
day or more travel away. As he raised his hood against the weather, a cry for help
that shattered the unnatural silence.
Just off the beaten track, he found an old man crumpled in a ditch, the stranger’s left
leg was clearly injured. Doing the best with his limited first aid knowledge, Yannick
made a splint and helped the man to his feet. As he did so he introduced himself. ‘I
am so pleased to meet you,’ replied the stranger, every word laced through with pain.
‘I was out collecting wood when I tripped and fell.’
Despite his deadline Yannick knew he could not leave the elderly gentleman to face
the storm, so he offered to take him home.
’Thank you, my house is just ahead,’ the man pointed to the small cottage on the hill,
that was slowly being consumed by the dark clouds. ‘My daughter is home, take me
there and I will be fine.’ The rain began to lash down. By the time they reached the
small stone dwelling Yannick felt soaked to his bones.
‘Father is often wandering off these days, he still thinks he is the Woodcutter and
must provide for us,’ smiled an elfin-like woman after Yannick had explained the circumstance that brought him to her door. She introduced herself as Freya and offered
the good Samaritan a chance to sit by the fire and warm up.
‘I must decline your kind offer; I must travel on. I have to be at Abbott Holt and back
by Thursday.’
‘It is hazardous to travel alone in this weather.’
Feeling the cold rain beginning to run down his back and the dampness of the ground
seep into his boots Yannick reconsidered the kind proposal.
‘Do you have a stable for my horse? If I am to be dry and warm so should he.’
‘Of course.’
‘Why Thursday?’ asked Freya, curiosity getting the better of her as she prepared a
meal for her guest.
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‘I have my final interview for a position as an Appeal Officer on the Queen’s Council,
although I have made it through the previous rounds, I must face the final judgement.
Before I could be appointed, they must be able to prove I can show mercy, compassion and empathy. I must return with time to prepare my statements.’ As Freya
placed a bowl of grey porridge on the table, Yannick felt his stomach protest loudly at
the size of the portion.
‘Sorry it so little; it is all I have. The winter has brought hard times upon us and I am
still learning my father's trade,’ said the Woodcutter’s daughter.
‘I am sorry to hear that,’ replied Yannick. Growing up in the city where food was plentiful, he had to force his imagination to work overtime to comprehend Freya’s plight.
As he did so he felt a pit of guilt open in his stomach as it regretted its earlier actions
‘I thank you for your hospitality during this difficult time.’
At dawn Yannick thanked his host again and left. The journey to Abbotts Holt
passed without further incident and he was soon on the return leg. However,
weighted down with books, boxes and bundles of paper Yannick’s horse struggled
with the incline of the uneven terrain. Progress was painfully slow. After stopping at
the Woodcutter’s cottage to drop off some supplies to help see them though to better
times Yannick knew he was now going to be late for his interview. Refusing to rush
his horse he finally arrived two days late.
As he concluded recalling the events that had transpired the members of Queen’s
Council started to talk amongst themselves. Then one of them spoke directly to him.
‘Shall we begin, Mr Yannick?’
‘As an Officer of the Queen’s Council you will need to show empathy, compassion
and mercy on those you pass judgement upon, can you give examples when you
have shown each of those?’
The unnatural silence of the moor seemed to have returned to fill the large whitewashed room as Yannick’s lack of preparation made him feel queasy. He shuffled his
feet as if the act of simulating walking would encourage his brain to pick up the pace
of thinking. Whispers passed between the assembled members before one of them
spoke again ‘Concern yourself not, for you have already answered.’
‘I do not understand?’
‘You showed compassion when you took that injured Woodcutter home although it
was far off your route.’
‘You showed empathy for Freya’s predicament, although you are not a man of the
land or have a trade you endeavoured to understand her hardship and chose to delay your return to deliver food to them.’
‘But mercy, I have not shown mercy, have I?’
‘But you have, you showed mercy to your horse by ensuring he had shelter
for the night during the storm and when he
struggled with the heavy load up the rugged paths you walked beside him and
shared his burden and when the deadline
approached you would rather return late
than push your horse beyond its natural limits. You are, for sure, a merciful man for only a merciful man is merciful to his beast.’

5

It’s time for a coffee and a piece of cake.
As your enjoy them, it’s time to hear about one of the missions
we support through our coffee mornings; the second of two in
this slightly different edition, focuses on Home for Good

Home for Good
If there’s anything we’ve learned over the past (how many?!) weeks, it’s that lockdown is hard. We each have our hurdle to overcome, from shielding to homeschooling, furlough to loneliness.
Lockdown is hard for vulnerable children.
For the 2.3 million vulnerable children in the UK know to social services, lockdown has brought about heightened risks. Families struggle without access to
teachers, social workers and the everyday support of services like free school
meals or therapy. Although schools are open to children deemed at-risk, only 5%
are known to be attending school. There are also shocking headlines of domestic
violence cases rising by 20% and of more than 2 million children living in hugely
vulnerable situations.
Although many potential cases are currently unseen, there is an expectation
throughout the sector that many thousands of children will come into care in the
next few months – both now in an emergency situation, and as time passes when
children return to their regular routines.
Coupled with this, a high number of foster carers and kinship carers fall within
high risk demographics and are needing to self-isolate or practice extreme social
distancing in this season, reducing the number of safe and stable homes able to
care for children in this time. Child protection teams in every local authority or
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Trust in the UK are now
facing the huge challenge of needing to increase capacity and
provide care for more
children,
with
less
homes available.
But we believe there is
hope.
Although we are well
aware of these issues,
we believe there are
stories of hope emerging across the UK.
Churches in Bristol have
partnered with their local authority to find emergency foster carers who can bridge the gap between the
need and the provision shown in the stats above.
At the time of writing, we are finishing week 12 of lockdown. In that time, 63 families have stepped up to enquire about becoming emergency foster carers.
Through Zoom calls, virtual viewings and many meetings, 15 of those have gone
through the assessment process and six children have already been placed in
new homes. At least seven more are currently due to begin the assessment process soon.
In Plymouth lots of families are struggling. Social services have taken more referrals than ever from children in need and broken placements. Families are under
strain and worry is prevalent. Food banks are busier than ever and churches are
reaching out with food parcels and practical support with shopping and deliveries.
More support and volunteers are
needed for food bank.
We share these stories because…
We continue to believe the Church
can make a difference.
As individuals and communities who
have experienced the radical hospitality of our great and loving God, we
as Christians are ideally placed to extend this to others, including some of
the most vulnerable in our society. In
James 1:27 He calls us to ‘look after
orphans and widows in their distress’
and this is a real opportunity for us to
respond.
Article continues overleaf >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>>
Children without parents and wives without husbands at the time James was writing
were those cut off from support in a patriarchal society. This term could therefore
easily be applicable to the vulnerable children cut off from support today.
How can you make a difference today?
Support families
Could you be part of the much-needed supportive community for families who care
for vulnerable children? https://www.homeforgood.org.uk/support
Step up to care
More foster and adoptive families are urgently needed to ensure every child has
the home they need. Find out more through the buttons below.
https://www.homeforgood.org.uk/foster
https://www.homeforgood.org.uk/adopt
Donate
Even more vulnerable children will come into care during the coronavirus lockdown.
Let’s find a home for every single one of them https://www.homeforgood.org.uk/
donate
homeforgood.org.uk
info@homeforgood.org.uk
0300 0010995
Registered charity England and Wales: 1158707, Scotland: SC046972.
A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No. 9060425
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On the trail of things for this edition, my email reminded Angela King of this quote
on some railings. Something that can be easily missed. She takes up the story:
This one is railings on Millbay Road between the entrances to Brittany Street and
Hobart Street and the view over the wall is of Millbay Docks. I have run and walked
along there numerous times and not been any of the wiser. Blue railings is what
they look like, but the metalwork is formed differently to reveal letters when viewed
at the correct angle. I wasn’t sure I could read all the words correctly and googled it
when I got home. It reads; “serve God daily, love one another, preserve your
victuals, beware of fire and keep good company”. This is a famous order given
by Sir John Hawkins to the fleet off northern Spain in 1564. Sir John Hawkins was
an Elizabethan shipbuilder and merchant, setting sailing on many voyages, occasionally accompanied by his cousin Sir Francis Drake. In 1562 he sailed from the
Barbican in Plymouth with 3 ships and kidnapped 400 Africans in Guinea. This
was the beginning of Britain’s involvement with the slave trade. Descendants of
Hawkins have since travelled to Africa to apologise for their ancestor’s actions.
Apparently due to the optical nature of the work the best view of the full quote is
achieved by standing across the road directly opposite. I didn’t know this, and so
far haven’t tried it, however there are usually cars parked so depending on how
many and how tall they are it may not work out.

9

Travel by a boat that was mainly a trader was quite different from the passenger
boats mentioned in the last set of tales. First, it was slower, taking quite a few days
longer, as the trader would stop frequently to buy and sell produce. Secondly, the
stops had the advantage that they could frequently buy chickens, or other meat to
make the diet more varied. As he might be travelling for a month or more at a time
this was important for him and his crew as well. Thirdly, as there were fewer passengers there was also more space for hammocks, although they were often
stretched over the cargo!
I travelled a number of times on a boat
called ‘Ivan’. This was a solid, heavy
boat, powered by a single cylinder, 30
horsepower, ‘hothead’ diesel engine. I
would not be surprised if even the mechanics among you didn’t know what that
was! It was as simple an engine as you
could imagine, not fast but powerful! It
had a big metal lump on top of the engine
which had to be heated with a blowtorch
until it glowed red hot before the engine
would start! Once every second the engine’s massive, single cylinder would fire with a mighty ‘BOOM’! On one trip he had
a large barge tied alongside which he was gradually filling with Brazil Nuts. As we
were going upstream he kept close to the bank where there was a slower current,
but there was also another trader travelling the same route and dealing in other
things. He was a young man with a posh, sleek, fast boat, and he had three pretty
girl passengers! As he passed us he was showing off his ‘skill’ leaving only inches
between the boats and mocking us. He stopped more often to trade, and each
time we would pass him, but he
would catch us up and show off
again. This carried on for nearly a
day, but eventually as he overtook
us I could see that he was a couple
of inches too close and I said to my
friend “He has got it wrong this
time!” Sure enough, as his stern
passed the bow of the barge the
vacuum kicked in, his stern hit us,
we felt nothing as we weighed
about 10 times his weight, but it
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spun his boat 90˚ and he went full
speed into the thick, muddy bank.
His bow was lifted quite a few feet
out of the water and he was stuck
fast! I said to the captain, “Are you
going to pull him off?” “No way! Let
him stew!” was the expected answer. Two hours later, as we disappeared round a bend we could still
see him in the distance wriggling his
boat side to side trying to get free
from the mud!
The next day we saw him again
catching us up, but before he got
close he crossed the two-mile wide
river to the other bank and followed that bank till he was well ahead!
On another trader’s boat we stopped at a small village and the owner bought a pig
to give us some good fresh meat. He slaughtered it on deck and washed the blood
and offal over the side into the river. Attracted by the blood the river was absolutely
boiling with thousands of piranha. Tourists and ‘explorers’ seem to see this frequently even if only there for a couple of weeks, but in 12 years I only saw this on
the one occasion! There was a car tyre hanging over the side with a plank through
it making a gangplank to the river bank. A teenage girl passenger was literally
‘walking the plank’ when the rope securing the tyre broke. You have never heard a
more bloodcurdling scream nor seen a
teenager move so fast!!! The plank hitting
the water must have scared the piranha
for a split second, just giving her time to
scramble to the bank by a miracle.
When travelling it was always important to
watch for other boats on the river. You
would not think that important with a river
varying between one and four miles wide,
but ocean going ships could get 2,000 up
river! The wake from these can be devastating for small boats but as they have to
follow the deepest channel it is up to you
to get out of their way! The other boats
causing great fear were bright orange
from Petrobras, who were drilling for oil.
They also created a massive wash, but
didn’t need to stick to the deep water!
Next month – by plane!
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For the first concert of Plymouth Philharmonic Choir’s 50th Anniversary Year, a
sea themed programme of music comprised of Parry’s Blest Pair of Sirens, Elgar’s Sea Pictures and Vaughan Williams’ A Sea Symphony was chosen. It was
also set to launch the first of the choir’s two contributions to the Ocean City’s
Mayflower 400 celebrations. Undaunted by the necessary cancellations, determined to put everything learned into practice and to share the fun and thrill of this
sensational music, the choir swapped the Guildhall’s grandeur for comfort, as
they performed ‘A Concert In Our Homes’.
Keith Watterson, the choir’s concert manager, started the evening with a very
witty announcement to the anticipated audience of 37 dogs, 15 cats, 2 budgerigars, one grey parrot, a very quiet Norwegian Blue, 174 Teddy Bears and several
bemused teenagers. It included those vital instructions for car parking and the
Concert Lockdown. Christopher Fletcher, the choir’s Musical Director, who had
apparently been seen earlier in the week practising for the event by conducting
his wooden spoons, eggs and vegetables, Miranda-style, was in a reflective
mood when he said, ‘ They say that you only realise how much something means
to you when it is taken away’. Brian Gerry, the choir’s president, raised the
emotional intensity to another level, by dedicating the occasion to all those people, the NHS staff and other key workers, who are risking their lives on our behalf.
He reminded us of a quote by Aaron Copland “So long as the human spirit thrives
on this planet, music in some living form will accompany and sustain it.”
Photographs of singers (above), many dressed up in vivid sea colours for their
concert, have been shared in a wonderful montage on the choir’s Facebook page
(www.facebook.com/PlymouthPhilharmonicChoir/). Catherine Hamilton, the highly acclaimed and much-admired international soprano soloist, who was to be
singing with the Plymouth Philharmonic Choir, also joined in the fun by sending a
selfie.
The concert was like no other of the nearly 200 performed by this choir during its
long history, special, unique and bonding choir members together during these
times of social distancing. Echoing Christopher’s sentiment, the life we used to
lead has been turned upside down but, if in the process it allows us to evaluate
what is important to us, then that is something positive. For members of this
choir that is the friendships, the sense of well being that comes from singing and
the beauty of making music together. We will meet again, we will sing our hearts
out with the sheer joy of being able to do so, and we very much hope that you will
be there to share the occasion at our next concert – don’t know where, don’t
know when, but keep your eyes on the choir’s website for further information
(https://plymouthphilchoir.org).

From one style of music to another, and an old friend…..
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(Go on, try reading this in Terry’s voice!)
Hello,
I’m back.
You thought you’d heard the last from me
didn’t you. So did the present Mrs Wogan!
Anyway, I’m back, for now. It’ll be a
surprise for Boggy too!
First though, received a letter the other
day, thought I’d share it with you;

Dear Prudence
(you can see where this going already
can’t ya?!)
Dear Prudence
Well, what a funny few months it has been? How are you? I’m well. Drunk a
lot of tea! Seriously though, with not much else to do I made a shack out of
Norwegian wood. I then carried it down the long and windy road, placed it
half way down penny lane, by the octopus’s garden, you know, just where
the strawberry fields [go on] forever. It is from there I am writing now,
listening to the blackbird sing, as my guitar gently weeps, quietly thinking
and reflecting. It was, I felt, something to do in my life these past weeks; if
only to conclude; I am a Walrus! Amid my pondering, fixing my glass onion,
writing the continuing story of bungalow Bill (they may make a paperback
writer of me yet!) and saying “Hey Jude” and hello to Eleanor Rigby as they
passed each day, I compiled three quizzes, the first you’ll have seen when I
last wrote, the second, about watching the detectives (also enclosed) and
the third, the hardest of them all, is this one, I think you will like it but it may
perhaps be a magical mystery tour for some. Although, even you may want
to get some help – if only because you can do in person rather than
remotely now! See you soon – it won’t be long.
Doctor Robert
PS: I love you
PPS: That rocky racoon is back, she came in through the bedroom window
this time.

How many titles of records by The Beatles can you find in
Terry’s letter. Answer on p60
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Printed below are 41 record titles, the artist or group who
sang it and some clues.
They are in alphabetical order, but can you rearrange
them into the order they were released, the first being in
1960 and every following year to 1999. We have given
you the one for the year 2000. You will need the clues to
help you! Answers on p60.
AMERICAN PIE by Don McLean
Did Your Know: Don McLean was a 13-year-old paperboy in New
Rochelle, New York when Holly died twelve years earlier

I'm the Urban
Spaceman! By the Bonzo
Dog Doo-Dah Band was
1968, ten year before we
first appeared, it was the
same year Mary Hopkin
thought was great!

ANGELS by Robbie Williams
Clue: Robbie Williams performed a duet version of this song with Russian soprano Aida Garifullina 21 years later
at the 2018 FIFA World Cup opening ceremony held at the Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow, Russia

BEDS ARE BURNING by Midnight Oil
Clue: Mid/late eighties, it was also the year of T'Pau China in Your Hand and Star Trekkin' by The Firm

BOHEMIAM RHAPSODY by Queen
Did Your Know: Elton John performed this with Axl Rose 17 years later at the 1992 "Concert For Life," held in
London at Wembley Stadium. It was a tribute to Freddie Mercury, who died of AIDS the year before.

DANCING IN THE STREET by Martha and the Vandellas
Did You know: This was written by Marvin Gaye, William "Mickey" Stevenson and Ivy Jo Hunter.

DON’T LEAVE ME THIS WAY by The Communards
Clue: Don't leave us this way, four years from the end from the end of decade

DON’T STOP ME NOW by Queen
Clue: In 2019 this record was 40 years old

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU by Kylie and Jason
Clue: A big clue especially for you: this was 1988!

EVERYTHING I DO I DO IT FOR YOU by Bryan Adams
Clue: From Robin Hood Prince of Theives, this song spent 16 consecutive weeks at the top of the UK Singles
Chart from July to October in this year

FAME by Irene Cara
Clue: It was from the film, Irene Cara found Fame the year before Bucks Fizz went to Eurovision

GANGSTA’S PARADISE by Coolio
Did You Know: This actually begins with Psalm 23 v4 before it diverges, it was from the film Dangerous Minds
which came out the same year

HIT ME BABY ONE MY TIME by Brittany Spears
Clue: This is 10 years after Kylie and Jason

I SAW HER STANDING THERE by The Beatles
Clue: When I'm 64 was released in '67, this was 1 year and 4 years earlier repectively

IN THE GHETTO by Elvis
Clue: The space hopper first went on sale in the UK in this year, B&Q first opened, Sir Matt Busby retired and the
year of the Days of Rage demonstrations in Chicago

The quiz can be available as an A4 printable version.
Just send an email and The Editor will send it back!
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IT’S NOT UNUSUAL by Tom Jones
Clue: This was mid '60s and after they were Dancing in the Streets

KAYLEIGH by Marillion
Clue: Do you remember chalk hearts melting on a playground wall?, Do you remember
dawn escapes from moon washed college halls?

MAKING YOUR MIND UP by Buck’s Fizz
Clue: Can you make your mind up which year this featured at Eurovision?

MARY’S BOY CHILD / OH MY LORD by Boney M
Clue: It was also the year of release of Baker St by Gerry Raffety, Summer Nights from Grease, Night Fever by the
Bee Gees and The Smurf Song by Father Abraham & The Smurfs

MILLENIUM PRAYER by Cliff Richard
Clue: This was Cliff's last hit of the century having had records chart in each of the last four decades

MY OLD MAN’S A DUSTMAN by Lonnie Donagan
Clue: Also the year of Are You Lonesome Tonight by Elvis, the start of the decade and answer list!

PASTTIME PARADISE by Stevie Wonder
Clue: It was the year that the first commercial Concorde flight took off, production of the Hillman Imp ends after thirteen years and the Ford Cortina Mark IV was launched.

PIANO MAN by Billy Joel
Clue: John at the bar is a friend of mine, he gets me my drinks for free, He's quick with a joke or a clue in a cloak,
the year's nineteen seventy _____

REACH OUT (I’LL BE THERE) by The Four Tops
Clue: This was the year Sandy Shaw won Eurovision, the year David McWilliams sang the original Days of Pearly
Spencer and Pink Floyd released their debut album The Piper at the Gates of Dawn.

REMEMBER YOU’RE A WOMBLE by The Wombles
Did Your Know: This appeared on a Easter Special version of Top of the Pops

ROCKETMAN by Elton John
Clue: Rocketman took off two years after Your Song did and 18 years before Elton release Sacrifice/Healing Hands

RUBBER BALL by Bobby Vee
Clue: Bouncey back to very nearly the beginning

RUNAWAY TRAIN by Soul Asylum
Clue: Production of the Ford Orion ended and it was the year Mr Blobby was Christmas number 1

SACRIFICE/HEALING HANDS by Elton John
Did You Know: Sacrifice was released as a single on its own in October of the year before, the previous decade,
but thanks to DJ Steve Wright, it was released six months later as a double-A side with Healing Hands

SMOOTH by Santana feat. Rob Thomas
This was the year 2000

SONG FOR WHOEVER by The Beautiful South
Clue: The last year of the decade and the first release by The Beautiful South

THE STREETS OF PHILADELPHIA by Bruce Springstein
Clue: Recorded for the film Philadelphia in 1993 it was released as a single the following year

THE DAYS OF PEARLY SPENCER by Marc Almond
Clue: A quarter of a century on from the original by David McWilliams in 1967 this was the year Windsor Castle was
damaged in a fire.

THE LION SLEEP TONIGHT by Tight Fit
Did You Know: 'The Lion Sleeps Tonight' is a song originally written and recorded by Solomon Linda under the title
"Mbube" for the South African Gallo Record Company 43 years earlier in 1939

THE LOCO-MOTION by Little Eva
Clue: Kylie Minogue covered this and release it a quarter of a century later in 1987

THE REMAINING 7 TRACKS ARE LISTED OVERLEAF >>>>>>>

The quiz can be available as an A4 printable version.
Just send an email and The Editor will send it back!
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THE RIDDLE
by Nik Kershaw
Clue: There's a tree by a river, there's
hole in the ground… in the early/mid
80s there certainly was a strange kind
of fashion going around!

THE SUN AIN’T GONNA
SHINE ANYMORE
by The Walker Brothers
Clue: This was the year England won
the Football World Cup

THOSE WERE THE DAYS
by Mary Hopkin
Clue: Mary was convinced these
days were great, way back in nineteen
sixty _____

TO THE MOON
BACK
by Savage Garden

AND

Clue: 199? - It was the year of
Dunblane and the birth of Dolly the
Sheep

TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE
HEART
by Bonnie Tyler
Clue: Preceded by a lion, followed by
a riddle and living a powder keg and
giving of sparks!

WAY DOWN
by Elvis
Clue: It was the last record he recorded, it was release two months and 10
days before he died

YOUR SONG
by Elton John
Clue: Actually written in 1967 it wasn’t
release until three years later

Bonus Clues:
- Simon and Garfunkel released
Sound of Silence in 1964, the year
they were dancing in the streets
- Whiter Shade of Pale was 1967, the
same year as Sandy Shaw, David
McWilliams and the Piper at the Gates
of Dawn.
- Band Aid’s Do They Know it’s
Christmas Time was 1984, the same
year as The Riddle.
- Three Lions and Savage Garden
were the same year, 1996

“Seek His will in all you do, and He
will show you which path to take “

Proverbs 3:6 NLT
When it comes to having the right attitude- stay in
touch with the control tower. Air traffic controllers
“see the big picture” when it comes to what is going
on in the sky. They have the knowledge and authority to tell pilots to slow down or speed up, fly higher
or lower, avoid or navigate through storms, or take
alternative routes. Amazingly, air traffic controllers in
the UK handle over 2.5 million flights each year—an
average of around 7,000 every day. In fact, their
busiest day on record was 5th. July 2019, when they
handled 8,863 flights! They manage commercial
flights, private aviation, military, and cargo air traffic,
as well as air taxis and airport vehicles. With so
many flights taking off and landing every minute pilots have to stay in touch with the control tower.
Similarly, you must stay in touch with God—the One
who sees the big picture for your life and orchestrates everything that involves you. He makes sure
that everything that needs to happen, happens at
the right time, and moves at the appropriate speed
to make sure you arrive safely at the destination
He’s planned for you. That’s why staying in communication with God should be at the top of your daily
to-do list. He will help you to navigate the ups-anddowns of life, and find your way through cloudy days
when you can’t see the next step you need to take.
In short, when you “seek His will in all you do....He
will show you which path to take.”
UCB. This article was copied from The Word
For Today (with permission). It was published as the daily reading for 14th May
2020.

The quiz can be available as an A4 printable version.
Just send an email and The Editor will send it back!
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TOP: Greg Serpell, Dickensian Evening 2013
BOTTOM: Greg, with Karl, during a sketch at Sidholme, January 2012
Both photos by The Editor
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EARLY BIRD PRAYERS
With Greg passing to glory, we are all given a
chance to reflect on his influence on our lives.
A brief reflection on Early Bird prayers the
group has been an important part of my life
for the last 25 years, and still is. Greg invited
me to join in the early nineties. At that time,
we met in the old Narthex of St Paul’s church.
It had been the initiative of the Rev Ian Lovett,
who wanted to begin his day off, Friday, with
prayer. Other members included Robert Hall,
then homeless living in the back of his van
(since then his life has prospered), Judy Earl,
a Reader and still a faithful member of St
Paul’s, Daisy, an elderly, retired Church Army
worker, with a life-time of Christian service behind her, and of course Greg. Because many
of us had work to go on to, we met at the unearthly hour of 0700. When the old St
Paul’s building was no longer available to us, we had to find somewhere else to
meet. We briefly tried Robert Hall’s church, St Barnabas but it was a long way out
of the area and then settled for the west end of Emmanuel. Once the Annex at Emmanuel was built in 2009, we moved into wonderful warmth in winter. Our new curate then, Rev Leon Sim, now of St Paul’s Stonehouse, offered to join us provided
we changed the time to 0800. He brought along his guitar, his wife Steph and baby
Ellie, who sat quietly while we prayed, enjoying her Cheerio’s! At that time, our regulars included Rev Bernard Baker (occasionally Jennifer), coming in from
Plympton, Greg and Ginnie, Graham and Carol Jones and Mike Soanes. Afterwards we frequently went into town for coffee, and maybe croissants! We had no
name beyond Friday prayers, but one day I overheard Ann Hosking referring to us
as ‘Early Birds’, so the name was born. In ‘normal’ times, we meet every Friday in
the Oval Room. Those of us who are willing take it in turns to lead, usually starting
with a Bible reading and reflection and a worship song, which puts us in the right
place to come before Our Lord and intercede for the World, the church and ourselves. The group now includes Malcolm and Jenny Haynes, Jean Berry, Linda
Wheeler, Becky Bale, who provides our music, Peter Terrell and Mike Soanes and
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other occasional visitors, like Stephen Anderson
from India as we meet in a Zoom room. There is always the bonus that on the first Friday of the month
we stay on to enjoy fellowship, after the prayers,
with a short breakfast of hot drinks, toast, and marmalade. How amazing is our God in giving us the
privilege of fellowship with Him and others as we
journey together in prayer? Greg regarded this as a
priority, and I am grateful for him encouraging me to
do so. Anyone is welcome to join us.

MEN’S BREAKFAST
Sometime in 2018 Greg asked me if I would undertake some of the load on his back by organising this
event, which I was delighted to accept. It started going back several years when Margaret Biscombe of
St Paul’s was running the Methodist Central Hall
Discovery café. This was very successful and with
Colin by her side dishing out the cooked meal, with
good guests, much happy fellowship was had. They
let us use the car park as long as we were away in
good time. It came to an end when Margaret retired,
and Greg had to think again, and came up with the
idea of using the Oval Room for the speaker. Roger
Compton a bell-ringer who was working in Becca’s
bakery offered to come up with a special cooked
breakfast bap. Amplified with a few pastries from
Morrison’s things went along swimmingly. I’m not
sure what happened next, but in essence Nick and
Jo Connett offered to re-instate the full breakfast using their comfortable, church hall at St Paul’s. This
turned out to be an excellent idea. It brought back
the feel of the whole parish together and it also
brought back Margaret Biscombe provided she got a
lift from Eastover! We had a good team in place including Sally Kennedy & with Nick’s help too it is
now like old times. We are still aiming at one event
per term, which is well supported. If you haven’t
been why not come along? ’

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

It would probably be fair to say that over the years
Greg wore many hats - including Dickensian Evening coordinator and as compère of the Houseparty
talent show. The picture is from 2012 when he also
did a sketch which involved many hats! Ed!

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
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Dalziel and Pascoe
New Tricks
Inspector Wexford
Inspector Gadget
Dixon of Dock Green
Death in Paradise
Sherlock Holmes
Rosemary and Thyme
Magnum PI
Bergerac
The Bill
Miss Marple
Poirot
Father Brown
Murder She Wrote
Midsomer Murders
Wycliffe
Maigret
Lewis
Hamish Macbeth
Luther
Vera
The Sweeney
Frost
Inspector George
Gently
Cadfael
Inspector Morse
Inspector Lynley
Jonathan Creek
Columbo

Having enjoyed over two months back in Plymouth locked down with my family I
returned to Paris on 11 May. I write this with caution as these were and continue
to be tragic and deeply worrying times for the country and the community even
though for many of us, we have remained at home and enjoyed the company of
our close family and worked on the garden. I pretty much had the Plymouth to
London train to myself and walking between Paddington and St Pancras was like
walking through a ghost town. I was returning to Paris on the day that France
came out of lockdown and walking from the Gare du Nord down to the
7th Arrondissement where I live was like being in a different world, especially as
the cafes and parks were still closed and so people just met in the street, created
their own socially distanced cafes and said hello again after two months in hibernation. As I write, France has been out of lockdown for three weeks and the cafes
re-opened yesterday albeit only using their outdoor terraces which they have
been allowed to expand onto the street. This has brought the
life back into the city of light and lunch has returned with a
vengeance.
France went into confinement on 17 March (six days before
the UK) and they have so far registered around 33,000 deaths
linked to COVID 19, although like our said death toll, the real
figure is doubtless much higher; it depends on how and what
you count. Nevertheless, as I write, their infection and mortality rates are much lower than across the Channel. Sadly this
suggests that we went into lock-down too late but this risks being too simplistic, there will inevitably be a much more complicated series of factors to take into account such as population
density, social behaviours and wider public health. There is no
doubt that the Parisians were delighted to be
out of lockdown, the measures here were no
different from ours but they were policed in a
much more draconian way. I have included a
few photos which are not great but you can
see the public spaces are now in full use as
impromptu beaches, gardens and cafes. I
haven’t managed to take a picture of the
banks of Seine this weekend but they were
teeming with people on what was a glorious
bank holiday weekend in terms of weather.
Those of us with gardens forget what lock-
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down would have meant for those with
nothing more than a window box. The big
social difference of course is greeting rituals. Kissing (faire la bise) and shaking
hands is banned and “distanciation” is
set at one metre with masks obligatory
on public transport and strongly encouraged in shops.
So I have one month left to go here in
Paris. It has been an amazing experience here with the French military (I am
a student at the Ecole Militaire near the
Eiffel Tower). The course has included
visits to the Sahel (where France is engaged in military operations and supported
by the RAF), Moscow, Berlin, Djibouti, Brussels (where I discussed BREXIT with
Michel Barnier). Sadly the trips to India, China and the US were inevitable casualties to COVID “Dix-neuf” but last month I was lucky enough to visit Verdun and
Reims on the trail of Charles de Gaulle. I also attended the preview of the film,
Dreyfus, which took place at the Ecole Militaire. The poignancy of this was significant; the affair divided France and the Army at the turn of the 20th century and the
two key acts, Dreyfus’ degradation and his later rehabilitation, took place just yards
from my desk. There is significant social discontent in France; readers will be familiar with the Gilet Jaune movement. The recent wave of industrial action has been
provoked by pension reform. Protests are increasingly violent. Additionally France
has been the victim of a number of significant terrorist attacks since 2015. I visited
the Prefecture de Police in Paris shortly after an ‘insider’ attacker where four members of staff tragically lost their lives. All this at a time when France’s national identity and solidarity are increasingly questioned.
The most obvious point is the language. Operating in French has proved a challenge, albeit a very pleasurable one. Nevertheless, you do not always understand
everything and it is very easy to miss the point or the cue. It is worth us remembering this when we operate with non-English speakers in an Anglophone environment. Language is as much about culture as it is expression, and elements of your
character can subtlety change when you switch languages. As an exercise in selfawareness and humility, it is priceless.
The final question will be whether I will
have to isolate for two weeks on my return
to Plymouth but we will see what the policy looks like in a month’s time. What has
been great is being able to listen/watch
Karl most mornings on Facebook Live and
I have even recommended Emmanuel on
line to friends here in Paris. Bonne chance
to all back at Emmanuel and St Paul’s and
I look forward to seeing you all again
soon .
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I met the Turner girls on a sunny May day walking up to see their grandmother
Sheila Tigwell who was celebrating her 85th birthday. Both girls need congratulations, Ellie for landing a job with an excellent company, and Becky, on the day I met
her, had heard she’d got a conditional place on a MA course at Lancaster. Let us
pray things will be cleared up by the time she starts.
Our congratulations to Cathy Mapps, of the Emmanuel Sunday evening congregation, on the birth of her daughter Megan.
So much has been written now about Covid-19, but for the church it has been a
mile-stone, as we have discovered new treasure through the internet. All through
lockdown Karl has provided a live ‘prayer and praise’ at 9am every morning of the
week on Facebook. Here we have topical prayers based on the news, reflections
and insights on the Bible and family church connectivity as people write up their
comments and responses. At least 100 regular supporters including friends of
church members and members of other churches. Along with Facebook we are using Zoom for face to face contact with each other, enabling us to have ‘house’
groups, church meetings all online. Communal worship with hymn singing and being together in the same space is greatly missed but the outcome of this time could
have positive effects on our church life.
We are glad to know Efford Crematorium has reopened following the fire there last
year. It was the venue for Greg Serpell’s funeral. Very few mourners are allowed to
attend under the Corona spacing rules, but that didn’t stop his house-group and
many other of both congregations, just happening to be strolling along Efford Road
in time to clap the hearse as it made its way to the crematorium. Rev Karl managed
to seize a moment suitably spaced when we were all able to say the grace, at least
those in ear-shot, before the hearse moved down the road!
Stan Porter writes in relation to Pam Serpell, James Serpell’s wife. “We first got to
know the Gouthwaite family shortly after arriving in Brazil in 1990 as missionaries
and administrator for the Baptist Missionary Society. Frank and Peggy, Pam’s parents, worked in a small interior town of Brazil where there wasn’t any suitable education available for their 5 daughters. In São Paulo the Mission ran a hostel for missionary’s children whilst they were studying at one of the various international
schools in the city; this hostel was about half a mile from our home. One of our responsibilities was to relieve the “Hostel Parents'' for one or two weekends a month,
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and also be a reserve driver to collect children from school, especially if one or
more had stayed behind for extra-curriculum activities. It was also our job to collect
them from and take them back to the airport on the other side of São Paulo when
they went home for school holidays. At various times we looked after Pam and her
sisters, got to know them very well and really bonded with them. This was strengthened considerably during Frank’s illness and death when Peggy took over as the
lone House Parent at the hostel, and she needed extra back-up. On return to the
UK we maintained our contact with the Gouthwaite family and visited them frequently as they lived close to the BMS Training College in Birmingham where we
returned for various reunions etc. They had a large house and we were
able to stay with them occasionally, as did a young man called James Serpell,
(although not at the same time as us) who was waiting to go to Chile with Christian
Vision, the mission Peggy now worked with. Pam had just returned home after
graduating from Uni and love blossomed. We had to wait until Pam came down to
visit his parents Greg and Ginnie in Plymouth. Then she brought her intended
round to see us and show him off!!! Later it
was a joy to share in their nuptials in Birmingham. Of the 5 sisters Pam was the
one we were always the closest to, and
still is”.

Stan also challenged anyone to learn the
whole book of 1 John a verse a day. Peter
Terrell has completed the first chapter.
Well done only 4 chapters to go!
I’m very pleased to have reconnected with
the Woliters who some of us once knew well, and live close by. Here is an update
that Robin has given me permission to reproduce. He is a specialist in keeping water supplies clean. Robin says “Obviously, my Dubai work has stopped at the moment but William and I are working for the NHS, Derriford and Mount Gould Hospitals. We are classed as Essential workers and have a letter for the Secretary for
Health to travel. This is keeping us busy”. Our daughter Catherine has secured a
good Job in Bristol with Babcock after getting a 1st Class Honour degree from
Plymouth University. She remains in Bristol, but we talk/ video chat once per week.
Our daughter Harriet is at Bournemouth University to finish her second year as a
film/ cinematography student, and wants to be a film/documentary producer.
Jacqui’s MS treatment was reduced from monthly to every 2 months due to corvid.
My Hernia operation should have been on 5th May but also delayed due to the Virus. Now some time after 29th June 2020.”

We hear that Ben Beresford-Jones is planning to marry in Christ’s College Cambridge on 8th August. This is dependent on several factors, not least his Indian fiancée receiving a visa to marry in England. Our prayers go out to them that all will
be well.
Pews News continues on the next page! >>>>>>>
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We extend our deepest sympathy to Nettyi and Neil on the death of Neil’s father in
Germany. Harrison, their son, also went to Germany. Net has been doing a grand
job, keeping in touch with the parish and delivering many of the news sheets and
bulletins herself, to cut the postage bill. She has also been instrumental in seeing
several of those not on the internet, being able to listen on the phone to the
Weekday and Sunday prayers from Karl’s study.
Another death we are so sad to record is Ivor Rowett, Rev Bev’s father. I believe
the funeral service was conducted by his son-in-law Rev Darryl. Not many son-inlaws conduct their father-in-law’s funerals! Our deepest sympathies go to his widow Marlene and the Rev Bev, and grand-children Tom and Emily.
We’ve heard from the McCue’s who live opposite Camilla Blackman that her sister
Liz is staying with her, which must be a great boon to Camilla negotiating the difficult steps outside her front door.
I’m a fairly regular follower of BBC South West’s Spotlight, so I was disappointed
to miss Kate Tayler’s interview about Compton School not allowing year 6 pupils
back. Her son Henry is sorry not to be able to say goodbye to his friends before
going onto secondary school. She was otherwise very supportive of the school.
We are pleased to hear from Mike Parker’s that his wife Sheila has made good
progress with her mobility. Mike Parker himself was ninety recently, so more congratulations there.
These items are taken from the Tea-Break Activity Pamphlet, produced by the
group leaders to keep their members connected and supported in recent times.
Congratulations to all those involved and to those who hand delivered about fifty
copies. Jean Berry was one, who received one, and in talking to her I was reminded she is, in normal times, also a member of Early Bird prayers which I omitted
from another article on that subject.
> “We are pleased to report that Richard Manly, Jennifer’s husband, has returned
home from hospital following his recent heart attack, having had a successful operation to have three stents fitted. He continues to improve at home.
> It is with much sadness that we have heard of two recent deaths of Teabreak
members: We have heard from her Plymouth son that Betty
Brighton passed away on Easter Sunday,
after spending 3 months in and out of Hospital and Care homes, following a fall, at
home at New Year. We remember her two sons and their
families at this time.
> And sadly, after a short illness, Greg Serpell passed
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away on Wednesday 20th May, despite treatment at Derriford and Mount Gould
Hospitals. Our thoughts are with Ginnie, and their children James and Anna, and
his two brothers in Ipswich and Australia.
On a lighter note, we recently received a joyous newsy letter from June Boyce in
Grimsby, and confirmed in a phone call, that Eric and June are both well and happy, despite June’s pain and reduced mobility due to arthritis. June misses her
weekly hairdresser, but pleased that their daughter, Helen is well & enjoying life in
her Residential Home, which is free of Coronavirus.
Gavin Pomeroy, at Charlton House Care Home, has recently had a change of
medication, apparently resulting in improvement in his dementia symptoms and
has had a meaningful phone call with his niece Jessica, in Penzance, whom he
recognised and spoke with lucidly.
Please keep these people in your thoughts and prayers.
We give thanks to God for his gifts and continuing support in all our lives”. Thanks
to Peter for his Teabreak news.
Many people have been doing sterling pastoral care within the parish, and I probably only know a few. As well as the clergy there is Kathryn McGuiness working to
help on Social Security and the many in Efford who need assistance. Barrie Bannister-Evans has also been instrumental in delivering food, not least to Jo and
Nick Connett whose home I believe more resembles a warehouse. Well this virus
has certainly given us much to write and think about, and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed
putting this Pews News together!
RMW

June and Eric maybe reminded of Emmanuel every time they shop - one of
the main shopping markets in Grimsby is on Freeman Street!
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We all have a story to tell; we can all chart the
ups and downs of life with our walk in faith.
Whether we have the confidence to share it is a
different matter. Over the years at Ladies DIME
meetings and Men’s Breakfast members of the
congregation or guest speakers have told us
how they walk by faith and not by sight, how
God has been with them, perhaps carried them
throughout their lives. We have read testimony
in LIFE & TIMES before, but we are now able
to bring them together under one heading, Testimony TIMES my LIFE in faith. Over a series of issues we will be reading a testimony like chapters of a life, piecing together lives interweaved, held together,
finding a binding strength in and walking in faith. We begin with the testimony of
Pelisa Hina from her childhood in South Africa to Emmanuel’s doorstep, this is
her story:
A testimony by Pelisa Hina
1. Introduction
Preparing the testimony I'm sharing has been a very revealing exercise, the ups
and downs of my walk of faith, the backslidings, the lot!

2. Childhood and upbringing
I was born into a Christian family in South Africa. My
parents were staunch members of the local Anglican
church. To me, church life felt mundane, although I admired the procession of preachers and priests in their
colourful vestments at the start and end of each service.
At the age of 13, my life changed. I was sent to boarding
school. It was a missionary Methodist boarding school
called Healdtown. My parents were attracted by the
school’s standard of education and discipline. At
Healdtown there were morning and evening prayers daiHina family 1955. Me on
ly before our meals, in the dining hall. Weekdays there
Mama's lap, the youngest.
would be prayers at the school’s assembly before going
to classes. Add to all that Sunday morning and evening services. All of this was
compulsory, you got ticked off and punished if late, worst punishment if not there

#whatsyourstory?
Send your testimony in for a future edition
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at all. This did not really improve us by way of spiritual
edification. However, it did train us in discipline and reverence to the things of God.
3. Young adulthood
After Healdtown, in 1973, I proceeded to the University
of Fort Hare to study social Sciences. Fort Hare is in AlLooking after Mama's roses
ice in the Eastern Cape of South Africa. Here there
were no compulsory church services of any sort. The establishment was focused mainly on academic performance. One chose where and when to attend church, or
not attend church at all. I still was keen to be a churchgoer. Fortunately, there was a seminary near our varsity,
called The Federal Theological Seminary (dubbed”
Fedsem”). Its aim was to train Presbyterian, Methodist
and Anglican candidates in priesthood. The Anglican
section of Fedsem was Saint Peters college. The principal, Father Simpson was a very kind man of God. He
warmly welcomed us, Fort Hariens to their Sunday
morning services. After each service, we would be invited to a lunch of sausage rolls and pork sausages served
with delicious coffee. To be honest, our main motivation
Me as a student
to attend Fedsem services was that lunch, the diet on
our varsity campus was dreadful. Our blessing of being ministered to by Fedsem
didn't last long. A year later Fedsem had a run in with the government and relocated to Natal Province. We would then be chaplained by the rector of the local Anglican church in Alice, our attendance was sporadic and sometimes not attending at
all. This behaviour prompted the rector to show up on our campus one day. He
called us all into the recreation lounge and asked what was discouraging us from
attending church services. We came up with all sorts of excuses, told him it's far
too far to go there , also that we were put off by those old ladies who shoot us with
stern looks when we are suppressing giggling at things we find funny. The rector
then decided to come every Wednesday evening and hold an informal Holy Communion service in our lounge, this went
well. Twice a year, he would take us in
his van to attend conferences of the Anglican Students Society to meet students
from various universities. We enjoyed the
upbeat worship sessions and debates; I
still could hear clearly then. It was a turbulent time in South Africa and the Anglican church was at the forefront of social
justice, speaking up for those who cannot
speak for themselves. I graduated from
Fort Hare in 1977 and started my working life.
To be continued!
Me and my parents at my graduation 1977

Pelisa’s testimony continues in the next edition
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1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

My Old Man's a Dustman
Rubber Ball
The Loco-Motion
I Saw Her Standing There
Dancing the Streets
It's not Unusual
The Sun aint gonna shine anymore
Reach Out (I'll be there)
Those were the days
In the Ghetto
Your Song
American Pie
Rocketman
Piano Man
Remember You’re a Womble
Bohemian Rhapsody
Pasttime Paradise
Way Down
Mary's Boy Child / Oh My Lord
Don't Stop me now
Fame
Making Your Mind Up
The Lion Sleeps tonight
Total Eclipse of the heart
The Riddle
Kayleigh
Don't leave me this way
Beds are burning
Especially For You
Song for Whoever
Sacrifice/Healing Hands
Bryan Adams
The Days of Pearly Spencer
Runaway Train
Streets Of Philadelphia
Gangstas Paradise
To the Moon and Back
Angels
Hit me Baby One More Time
Millenium Prayer
Smooth

THERE WERE 22 RECORDS BY
THE BEATLES IN THE LETTER:
Dear Prudence
Well, what a funny few months it has been?
How are you? I’m well. Drunk a lot of tea! Seriously though, with not much else to do I made a
shack out of Norwegian wood. I then carried it
down the long and windy road, placed it half
way down penny lane, by the octopus’s garden, you know, just where the strawberry
fields [go on] forever. It is from there I am
writing now, listening to the blackbird sing, as
my guitar gently weeps, quietly thinking and
reflecting. It was, I felt, something to do in my
life these past weeks; if only to conclude; I
am a Walrus! Amid my pondering, fixing my
glass onion, writing the continuing story of
bungalow bill (they may make a paperback
writer of me yet!) and saying “Hey Jude” and
hello to Eleanor Rigby as they passed each
day, I compiled three quizzes, the first you’ll
have seen when I last wrote, the second, about
watching the detectives and the third, the hardest of them all, is this one, I think you will like it
but it may perhaps be a magical mystery tour
for some. Although, even you may want to get
some help – if only because you can do in person rather than remotely now!
See you soon – it won’t be long.
Doctor Robert
PS: I love you
PS: That rocky racoon is back, she came in
through the bedroom window this time.

Before we find out about the number of Spacemen, an article about
re-ordering space!
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Into the space age!
In 1987 Pearn & Procter, Chartered Architects
of the Old Court Roborough were asked to
draw up plans to ‘re-order’ the internal space
of Emmanuel to provide a welcome space at
the West end of the church and a new Nave
altar and platform under the central space of
the church .
Their plans were, in part, adopted leading to
the most the most significant changes to the
church interior since 1881.
The scheme, as seen above, would
have provided toilets in an extension in the north west corner, a permanently open chantry chapel in
the tower with views of the church
through glass doors, moving the
font to a central rear position as well
as a fellowship area behind the
screen at the west end. Six pews
would be removed at the west end
and a further ten at the front, as well
as the ten in the transepts creating
space for a raised area for a Nave
altar and a disabled access through
the South transept.
The cost of the scheme was at
£114,000 but only £60,000 was
raised so a more limited scheme
was implemented providing a reordered front and a fellowship
area at the back.

THERE WERE 22 LEGO SPACEMEN HIDING IN THIS MAGAZINE
Did you find them all?
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You have been reading...
At the end of Dad’s Army, Allo’ Allo and Hi-de-Hi, the performance credits
begin with ‘You have been watching’. Well, here are some questions, in no
particular order, the answers of which you have been reading...
1. In what year did Pearn & Procter, draw up plans to ‘re-order’ space?
2. What two things were there 22 of?
3. Where did Lt Col Jon Cresswell return to on 11th May?
4. Who was Huge-Furriez Whereshisface’s sidekick?
5. Who writes the Tales from the Mission Field series?
6. What did my son and I go on a hunt for?
7. Which book of the Bible was mentioned on p32?
8. Who won Best in Show in our Garden show?
9. What was the name of the Moth?
10. Who wrote about SAHODAR?
11. How many giraffes were there?
Answers:
Q1: p61

Q2: p60/p61
Q3: p52

Q4: p10
Q5: p42

Q6: p12
Q7: p32

Q10: p4
Q11: p16

Q8: p28/p25
Q9: p30

EMMANUEL SERVICES

ST PAUL’S SERVICES

Sunday
8.00am BCP Holy Communion
10.30am Our main service
With groups of our children ages 0-14
6.30pm More informal, with a focus on
praise and prayer

Sunday
10.00am 1st, 3rd, 4th & 5th Sunday
Holy Communion
10.00am 2nd Sunday
All Age Worship

Wednesday
10.30am BCP Holy Communion

Tuesday
10.00am BCP Holy Communion

CHURCH CONTACTS

Team Rector

Rev Preb Karl Freeman

01752 248601

Associate Vicar

EMMANUEL OFFICE
01752 260317
1 Compton Ave, Mannamead, PL3 5BZ
Open Weekday mornings 9am-12pm. Answerphone.
Please also use this number for Church Hall bookings

Rev Tony Williams

03301 139088

Curate

Rev Darryl Cree

01752 775213

Deacon across the Parish

Rev Bev Cree

01752 775213

Rtd Reader Emmanuel (with permission to officiate)

Tim Lyddon

01752 772241

Reader at St Paul’s (with permission to officiate)

ST PAUL’S OFFICE
07707 064138
100 Efford Lane, Efford, PL3 6LT
Open Monday and Tuesday mornings 9am-12pm.

Judy Earl

01752 202593

Church Warden (Emmanuel)

Bert Tayler

01752 319287

Church Warden (St Paul’s)

Bev Kelly
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01752 781665

TOP AND BOTTOM:
Repairs to the Church roof
Photos by Peter Terrell
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